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! I have lived my musical life on the outskirts of two worlds. !
!
! My formative musical experiences were always a combination of jazz and classical music: I 
would play in band and orchestra, sing in choir, before going home to play along with recordings of 
Miles Davis and Wynton Marsalis. My compositional voice is tethered more closely to my voice as 
an improviser than it is to the giants of the Euro-classical tradition, but I have never been able to find 
a real creative voice in the short forms and stylistic limiters of traditional jazz composition. 
Similarly, while I call myself a jazz trumpeter, my approach to improvisation is guided by the 
development, forms, and textures of my favorite concert music before it is guided by bop 
conventions. I am a jazz musician and a classical composer, two identities inextricably bound to one 
another. My musical personality resides between the realms of jazz and classical music, in a world 
that is deeply indebted to both but is only at home in between. !
!
! Outskirts is a project which works to fuse these two identities organically and soulfully into 
one artistic statement. It begins from the belief that the storied attempts of 1960’s-era composers to 
blend jazz musicians into the orchestra failed not because the two cannot blend, but because the 
ingredients were wrong. Jazz-classical hybrid pieces too often attempt to mix superficial styles: the 
strings “swing” or play a “walking bass;” the orchestra plays angular, atonal gestures underneath a 
blues progression or some other jazz cliche. Outskirts reflects my belief that the identity of jazz 
arises not from its colloquialisms, but from the way jazz musicians improvise. Jazz improvisation is 
music of interaction, reaction, and spontaneous changes in direction and approach. This philosophy 
is the soul of jazz, and in Outskirts I worked to blend it with the soul of concert music: intricate, 
complex structures of form, texture and color which are only possible to build through notation.!
!
! The two movements of Outskirts break free of conventions of form and style. The jazz quintet 
is an organic part of the orchestra, and improvisation is in constant dialogue with written music. 
Improvisation occurs in short bursts and extended statements, developing continuously with the 
textures of the orchestra. The written music of the ensemble lends the improvisers textural and 
motivic material, guiding their creativity as would the choices of another jazz musician. This piece 
could not exist without a talented orchestra of interpretive musicians, nor could it exist without the 
five individual creative voices of the jazz quintet. It is a piece, then, which lives on the outskirts of 
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2 Horns in F!
Percussion (Marimba, Vibraphone, Crotales, Glockenspiel, Triangle, Tambourine, Low 











































! At the discretion of the conductor, the strings, winds, or piano may be amplified. The 
jazz bass should use an onstage amplifier in every performance.!
! Where only one chord change is indicated in the score, that chord change applies to 


































































































*At conductor's discretion, small rute rods may be used instead of sticks throughout.
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Rim clicks and closed hi-hat
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˙ œ .œ
.œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ#
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˙ œ .œœ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
$ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
˙ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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˙ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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œœ. œœ. œœ. œœ. œœ. œœ. œœ. œœ. œœ. œœ.
˙ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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œœ œœ œœ œœ $ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
˙# œ
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˙# œ
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3
Jœ> ‰ Œ ‰ œ œ œ
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Œ ‰ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ
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..œœ# œœ ‰ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
œœ œœ œœ œœ $ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
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œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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œœ# œœ œœ œœ $ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
.œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ> œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œ œ
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..œœ# œœ ‰ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
œœ œœ œœ œœ $ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
œ œ œ œ
$
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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œ œ
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˙ ‰ œ œ œ
3
œ# Œ œ œb œ# œ œ œ
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˙ ‰ œ œ œ
3
..œœ œœ ‰ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
œœ œœ œœ œœ $ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
œ œ œ œ
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œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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œb œ œ œ $ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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œ œ œ
5 7
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6
œ> .œ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ3
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œ> .œ .œ œ œ# œ œ œ
..œœ œœ ‰ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
œœ œœ œœ œœ $ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
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$
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œb œ œ œ $ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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Jœ^ ‰ ‰ œ> œ> œ> œ> œ˘
˙ Jœ ‰
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..œœ œœ ‰ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
œœ œœ œœ œœ ‰
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$
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œœ# œœ œœ œœ $ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
$ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
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F maj7(#5)
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œ œ œ œ $ œ œ œ œ œ œ
F maj7(#5)
short phrases - dialogue with tpt.
rearticulate chord
~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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$ œœ#
> œœ> œœ> ‰ œœœ> œœœ œœœ œœœ œœœ^
œ œ œ œ
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œœ# œœ œœ œœ $ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
$ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ œœ
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Jœ> ‰ Œ Œ
Jœ#> ‰ Œ Œ
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jœœ> ‰ Œ Œ
jœœ> ‰ Œ Œ
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Jœ> ‰ Œ Œ
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A 7( b 9)/F
P
solo fills - cascading from the top of range
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q=98 Relaxed and Cool 
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slightly more active time
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Jœ ‰ Œ Ó
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angular, groovy lines in mid register
no comping
F octatonic-ish
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still leaving lots of space
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E7(# 9)/B
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Harmon Mute No Stem
f like the beginning, but less agitated
slowly turning softer and longer
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C Score
II. The Skyline Moon
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œ jœ ‰ Œ




























































































































































cresc. poco a poco
cresc. poco a poco

































































































   
ÈŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~






































































œ Jœ ‰ œ-
.˙
Œ Œ ‰ œ œ œ œ














































   
iŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   
iŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   
ÈŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~





































still time, but not too heavy

















































































































































˙b ≤ œ≤ œ
˙ œb
189




























Œ Œ ‰ œb œ œb œb
Œ Œ œb œb œb œ œb
œb œb
7















































































’ ’ ’˙ œ
’ ’ ’




















































































































œ œ ˙Œ .œ Jœ






























Jœ ‰ Œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
œ
7
˙ œ œ œ œ œ
5
˙ œ œ œ œ œ œ
6
˙ œ
































































































































‰ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ
7
œ Jœ ‰ œb œ œ œb œ œ
6
œ jœ ‰ œ œ œb œ œ œ œ
7
˙ œ
jœ ‰ .œ jœ˙ œ
∑
Jœ ‰ .œ Jœ

















œ œ# œ ‰ œ# œ œ
3



















‰ œ# œ# œ# œ# œ œ œ# œ# œ
œ# œ œ#6
6
œ Jœ ‰ ‰ œ œ œ œ
œ ‰ œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ# œ#
œ œ#3 6
œ#> œ# Jœ ‰










































   
ÈŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   
ÈŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   
ÈŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

















œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ































œ Jœ ‰ ‰ œ# œ œ œ œ
5
.œ# Jœ œ œ
.œ# Jœ œ œ
œ Jœ ‰ œ>
.œ# jœ œ œ
.æ˙
Jœ ‰ œ œ
jœ ‰ œ œ
œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ



















































˙ œ œ œ#







œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
















Jœ ‰ Œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ
7
˙# œ œ œ œ œ
˙#
œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ7




œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ


























































































































































































































































































   
ÈŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   
ÈŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   
ÈŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~







œ œ œ .˙
œ œ œ .˙





























































œ œ œ œ œ œ
˙˙- œœ
218
.œ Jœ œ œ
Dmin7
’ ’ ’ ’
’ ’ ’ ’
’ ’ ’ ’
’ ’ ’ ’
’ ’ ’ ’
œ Jœ ‰ œ œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ
7
7
˙ Jœ ‰ œ œ œb œ œ œ œ œ
œ Jœ ‰ ‰ œ œb œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ3
7
Jœ ‰ >˙ œ œ œ
œ œ œb œ
7
œ œ œ œb œ œ œ œ œ
3
b œ œ œ œ œ
3
wæ
‰ Jœ œ œb œ œ
œ œ œ
3
˙˙ œ œb œ œ œ
3


















































   
iŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   
iŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~







œ> ˙ Jœ ‰ Œ
3
>˙ Jœ ‰ Œ
Jœ> ‰ Œ Ó
>˙ Jœ ‰ Œ
œœnâ ..˙˙
jÉ ‰ Œ Ó
œ> œ œ> œ œ> œ
3 3
œ> œ œ> œ œ> œ
3 3
œ> œ œ> œ œ> œ
3 3
















hold a chord tone















œ> œ œ- œ œ- œ
œ> œ œ- œ œ- œb
œ> œ œ- œ-




Œ Ç  = e


































short cadenza, not too busy
short cadenza, not too busy
short cadenza, not too busy
short cadenza, not too busy








































































































































p delicate and spacious






























































































































































































































































.˙ jœ ‰ Œ
Jœ ‰ Œ Œ Ó
∑
∑
˙ Jœ ‰ Ó
˙ Jœ ‰ Ó
˙ jœ ‰ Ó
∑
∑
jœ ‰ Œ Ó œ
jœ ‰ Œ Ó Œ
Jœ ‰ Œ Ó Œ










































































œ≥ œ œ œ ˙˙
œœ
≥ œœ ˙













































œ œ œ œ ˙
œ œ ˙b
œœ œœ œb œb œb


























































   
iŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   
iŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   
iŸ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~













˙ œb œb œb œb
œb -
œ œb œ œb œb œb œb
œb œ
œ œb œb œ œb - œb - œb -
œ œb œb œb œb œ œ
238
œ .œb Jœb ˙b
























































































































































Oœ jOœ ‰ Œ
Oœ JOœ ‰ Œ

































Jœ ‰ Œ Œ














































































˙ Jœ ‰ Œ




































































































































continue chord, add sparse extra notes
"single stars in the dark"
∑
∑
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